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Abstract

Export promotion strategy has to play an important part in the development strategies of countries,
especially of developing countries that seek to make exports an engine for economic growth. General
category of Trade support institutions (TSI) exist in every country to help businesses development,
promote and sell their goods and services abroad. Within TSI, we can consider that a TPO traditionally
has the leading role in “promoting” international trade, focusing on the most important activities in the
field, in cooperation with the other component institutions of a national TSI. There may be more than one
TPO per country, they are not homogeneous and can take many forms. There has not been a revolution
in trade promotion activity over the past 20 years, but there has certainly been an evolution in the context
of new prerequisite of the global world economic framework.

1. Introduction
Export promotion schemes can play an important part
in the development strategies of countries, especially of
developing countries that seek to make exports an
engine for economic growth. Membership in the World
Trade Organization (WTO) is a critical tool for
participation in the multilateral trading system. It
requires opening domestic markets to international
trade – where exceptions and flexibilities have not been
not negotiated – but also provides huge market
opportunities for domestic producers.
To design successful export development strategies, it
is fundamental that governments and private exporters
have a clear understanding of the applicable WTO rules
and their implications for their specific individual
characteristics.
In recent decades, global integration – together with
openness to trade – has been a catalyst for strong
economic growth for many countries, generating
employment and reducing poverty.
Countries that have reaped the most benefits from
international trade have focused on national trade
policies and regulatory reforms that created a businessfriendly environment so that firms could achieve export
success. However, because trade policy is a
complicated process that demands balancing
competing and disparate interests, the process of
reform is challenging for both the public and private
sectors. Meeting these challenges calls for action on
two fronts.
First, governments must take a holistic view of the
policies, laws and regulations needed. They must be
implemented in the right sequence to create a mutually
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reinforcing framework that fosters competitiveness and
a business-friendly environment. Policies, laws and
regulations should work together in synergy to achieve
„export impact for good‟. Ministries, departments and
government agencies must work in tandem to ensure
policy coherence.
Second, for the reform process to strike the right
balance among various interests, governments must
secure the buy-in of all stakeholders, especially from
the private sector.
2. A new concept of trade promotion institutions
General category of Trade support institutions (TSI)
exist in every country to help businesses development,
promote and sell their goods and services abroad. This
category includes institutions governmental and
nongovernmental institutions with a wide range of
activities (TPOs – Trade promotion organizations,
ministries - with an interest in export development,
chambers of commerce and industry, economic
development agency - with export focus, foreign trade
representatives/offices, regional economic groupings with export focus), as well as specific sectoral bodies
(exporters‟ associations, trade associations, chambers agriculture and other sector specific, sector based
bodies - industry and services) and institutions with
specific functions (export credit and financing bodies,
standard and quality agencies, export packaging
institutes, international purchasing and supply chain
management bodies, training institutions, trade law and
arbitration bodies).
There is no standard format for a TSI and often more
than one exists in each country.
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Within TSI, we can consider that a TPO traditionally has
the leading role in “promoting” international trade,
focusing on the most important activities in the field, in
cooperation with the other component institutions of a
national TSI. There may be more than one TPO per
country, they are not homogeneous and can take many
forms.
In some countries TPOs are part of governmental
bodies, in others they are statutory agencies created by
public law, in others, private sector bodies (e.g.
chambers of commerce in Austria). Sometimes they are
a combination of public and private enterprise (e.g.
Swedish Trade Council).
One TPO may represent smaller nations while larger
nations may be represented by TPOs at regional and
local/city levels. However, one is generally recognised
as the national TPO in international meetings because
of its public law and funding status. Nevertheless,
export customers will use the most convenient TPO that
can best meet their needs. A few TPOs have
responsibility for promoting tourism, but more combine
their exporting role with that of promoting inward
investment.
TPO services can be those demanded by the exporting
community, perhaps in response to a customer needs
analysis, or in response to an analysis of the requests
received. TPOs may also use information from around
the world to identify opportunities in markets and
sectors as yet unnoticed by the country‟s exporters.
This would be seen as proactive work by the TPO, with
the balance of responsive and proactive services being
at the TPO‟s discretion. However, many TPOs offer
only a fraction of large range of specific activities due of
limited resources or legal powers, customer demand, or
competition from other component of the national TSI.
The main groups of functions with the greatest potential
for a TPO are the following:
Information. The main objective of a TPO is to put
sellers in touch with buyers abroad and facilitate the
development of that contact. TPOs can provide
information about buyers and sellers, for example size,
turnover, contact details, market reputation, customer
attitudes, competitiveness, methods of doing business,
market size, TPOs assemble and distribute information
via publications, websites, selective e-mail and in
person at enquiry points. They may also delegate this
task to provincial offices and agencies closer to the
exporter.
TPOs can make information available to exporters via
the following channels:
 Websites (either open access, or access limited to
registered users).
 Distribution systems which attempt to match
information to users by means of a pre-established
profile (often known as Selective Dissemination of

Information). This is normally sent by e-mail or by text
(SMS) or postal delivery where the infrastructure or
culture does not support e-delivery.
 Publications.
 Information centres (with personal, telephone or email contact with TPO staff, or combinations of
methods)
 Announcements in newspapers, trade magazines or
on radio where other more targeted methods cannot be
widely used.
Advisory services. The TPO is seldom organized in
such a way that it could provide advisory/consultancy
services of that kind. It essentially provides intelligence
on foreign markets, and then connects potential
suppliers and purchasers.
Promotion in target markets. Once a TPO has identified
details of potential buyers and markets, and the
exporter has decided to develop the opportunity, it can
facilitate contact between buyer and seller. This could
involve providing and/or subsidising participation by the
exporter, either alone or with other enterprises, at an
international trade fair. It can also organise buyer/seller
missions to and from the target market. All these
activities are aimed at developing the contact between
buyer and seller, and making the exporter more aware
of the export market conditions.
Support abroad. TPOs with networks of offices or
representatives overseas can provide additional help to
the country‟s exporters – this is particularly important
for SMEs without agents or distributors in a new market
able to deal with local requirements in the local
language.
SMEs often need to use the TPO‟s overseas offices,
the country‟s embassy or other representatives to make
these introductions and identify translation and
interpreting services. Larger TPOs with extensive
overseas networks can assist exporters with such local
market knowledge. However, TPO employees are
expensive to relocate in foreign markets, and are
usually supplemented by local staff that can provide
local language capabilities and knowledge at lower
cost.
Import promotion offices have been established in
some developed economies to support SMEs from
developing economies gain access to their markets.
Typical examples include the Netherlands Centre for
the Promotion of Imports from Developing Countries
(CBI), or the Swiss Import Promotion Programme
(SIPPO).
Role of TPOs in trade development. The TPO focus
changed with the arrival of the Internet, enabling
exporters to search for market information directly
rather than through a TPO, and to contact potential
buyers via e-mail, business networking sites or
electronic marketplaces. In response, some TPOs
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began to intervene earlier in the export process (“goingup-stream”) to help exporters become export-ready in
developing and adapting their products. This has
challenged TPOs to equip themselves with additional
skills. If TPOs do not provide assistance in exportreadiness then it may become the responsibility of
separate small firms‟ agencies (the United Kingdom‟s
Business Link network is one example). Some TPOs
(e.g. those of Sweden and Norway) in developed
countries provide more detailed support (“going
downstream”) and offer full cost consultancy services in
competition with the private sector.
TPOs in developed markets usually direct customers to
sources of advice rather than themselves becoming
involved in specializations such as packaging,
transport, financing and insurance, which require
knowledge and skills not usually possessed by
government officials. Thus they have not traditionally
provided information about technical regulations or
standards required by exporters to meet market needs.
In view of the globalisation of trade and greater
movement of goods between countries, it is more
important than ever those exporters have better
information on market entry requirements.
Actually, TPOs service has been extended to helping
exporters set up overseas subsidiaries and generate
profit from manufacturing abroad (outward investment).
In parallel with globalisation and the transfer of
manufacturing facilities to lower cost economies is a
dependence on selling services (such as professional
advice, construction activities, transport). TPOs have
had to develop mechanisms to assist service suppliers,
whether professionals –e.g. architects, lawyers,
accountants, or consultants –e.g. business or
internationally tradable services. The tools developed
for selling goods (e.g. trade fairs) are not necessarily
relevant to selling services. Here, trade missions that
concentrate on personal introductions have generally
been more effective. However the provision of market
information is common to selling goods and selling
services.
Although the range of TPO services provided may
seem quite wide, in reality it is relatively narrow.
Surveys show that, even in developed markets like the
UK, some 40% of exporters are unaware of the
existence of a TPO. Large companies tend not to need
TPO services because they generally sell established
products to established markets, and know their buyers
and markets well. If they wish to enter a new market,
they will probably appoint an agent or distributor, or set
up a local office and not require TPO services. An
exception might be a service organization, such as a
large distribution or construction company, requiring
diplomatic support to reach decision makers in the local
ministry. Service organizations such as banks, and

professionals such as architects and surveyors will
rarely call on the TPO because it is unlikely to have the
necessary knowledge and expertise.
TPO customers tend to be SMEs. In most sectors,
micro businesses are normally considered to be too
small to export, particularly if substantial amounts of
working capital or effort is required to penetrate a
foreign market. SMEs wishing to enter new markets or
sell new products into existing markets may seek TPO
help to find buyers and undertake market research.
Such a service is likely to be low cost or free of charge.
3. The value chain approach
The value chain approach is used by many
organizations to show how fragmented activities can be
coordinated to reveal interconnections and interdependences between international traders and
economic operators in different countries. Value chains
highlight the fact that most products and services are
produced by a complex and sequenced set of activities.
Developments in global markets over the past few
decades have greatly increased the complexity of intercompany linkages and the ways in which the activities
of different organizations are coordinated.
From a policy perspective, value chains are
increasingly utilized to address two key issues in
business development and trade promotion:
How to mobilize, and work with, the private sector to
promote development, reduce poverty, and shift from
supply side to demand-side interventions.
How to support the productive activities of small
producers and marginalized populations in the context
of globalization.
Developing a value chain for a product or service in a
specific country will focus attention on the coordination
of fragmented production and distribution systems, and
the options open to an enterprise in managing
relationships along the chain. It is also an opportunity to
identify the points at which TPOs could lend support.
Any gaps can be easily identified, and programmes to
develop appropriate capacities can be established. This
may be more valuable to the SME sector than to large
exporters already familiar with the sequence of
processes and players, who have developed their own
methods of dealing with potential gaps.
Case study – Tourism. Tourism is a multi-dimensional
service industry. In most countries where the
importance of tourism is recognized, the industry falls
under the auspices of a specific government body or
tourism board.
The principal role of the TPO would be to help promote
home market image building and tourism during trade
fairs and similar events. This is as important as
promoting any manufacturing industry, particularly as
tourism is a major foreign exchange earner in many
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countries. Links between TPOs and tourism boards can
be of significant value where home market image
building is planned. The challenge however, is that the
key TPO home country customers are more likely to be
exporters than hotels, restaurants and tourism service
providers.
Similarly, the normal TPO target audience in foreign
markets would be the retail consumer seeking to buy
the product, rather than the business community.
The service sector is growing, and the international
standardization community is increasingly involved in
developing standards to provide guidance in the quality
of service delivery.

These are clear indicators that TPOs have been moving
with the times and the situation is not as it was two
decades ago.
Not only are national TPOs continuing, but in several
European countries, such as France, Spain and the UK,
there exist important regional TPOs. This trend has
emerged with the devolution of powers within countries,
but is also driven by customer demand for a service
that is more focused on their area and their individual
needs.
The number of customers who continue to seek
assistance also supports the need for TPOs. The way
in which they expect their needs to be satisfied may be
changing (such as using the TPO web site rather than
the traditional trade information centre), but they still
appear to be seeking support.
However, while recognizing the value of their service to
the needs of small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), we should not overlook the fact that in virtually
every Western European country, most exports and
most outward investment goes on without any
intervention or knowledge by the national TPO. This
situation has not changed in the last 40 years.
What TPOs are doing might be described as being at
the margins. The average European SME knows about
marketing and selling and needs little help from
government organizations to do this in the home
market. But to go abroad, they need help in accessing
information, perhaps in analysing it and certainly in
having an outreach.
TPOs, with a network of offices abroad, have a major
advantage. The TPO can assist SMEs, which usually
have no such network and need help to make contacts
in an overseas market and to set up meetings. A large
enterprise usually has no such need, unless it is the
political influence of an ambassador to open the doors
of a large public organization.
Services, once called “invisible exports”, account for the
majority of a country‟s production. Getting information
on overseas markets and penetrating them when there
is nothing tangible the exporter can show is quite a
different challenge. Most TPOs do not yet recognize
this, partly because they do not know how to respond to
enquiries and partly because their staffs do not have
the skills and knowledge to do so.

4. Conclusions
Generally, TPOs have become more global in their
outlook. Once they would have helped only those firms
exporting products manufactured or originating in their
own country. Today, if there is enough added values in
the TPO‟s country as part of a global supply chain, the
TPO recognizes the need to assist this customer
(foreign companies, as a part of the global supply
chain).
More and more, TPOs have a mandate to assist
enterprises in their country to invest overseas in order
to increase efficiency and reduce costs by outsourcing.
This generates dividends that can be repatriated to the
home country. Some TPOs have also embraced the
role of encouraging foreign direct investment, which
gives them the supply capability to export competitive
products.
Other TPOs have joined forces with tourism promotion
in Western Europe, a sizeable export earner in its own
right in many countries. Yet others have pursued the
development of an enterprise upstream by taking on
responsibility for the development of small firms and
exploitation of new technologies.
The way TPOs communicate with their customers has
certainly evolved over the past 15 years. From a
situation where all contact was by post, telephone or
telex, TPOs now communicate by e-mail, through web
sites or SMS, and have organized their enquiry
response facilities in call centres, frequently offshore.
Customer care has also been streamlined. An enquiry
from an enterprise was once handled by a local office,
routed to headquarters and then sent to the overseas
network if the headquarters deemed it necessary. This
rigid way of working has been replaced by TPOs, such
as those in the UK and France, making substantial
reductions in the size of their headquarters. They now
facilitate the transfer of enquiries directly from
customers or local offices to the overseas network of
trade representatives and vice versa. This trend is likely
to strengthen in the years ahead, with continued
reductions in head office staff.
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